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Abstract
The problems (lack of storage, system trouble, problem of power supply etc.) in a single cloud with increase the use of
clouds are being raised. For these reasons, multi-clouds are needed. In multi-clouds, Cloud providers as different forms
of systems with different authentication systems demand an authentication to a user. So users using multi-clouds have
different authentication ID and Password for each cloud because they have to authenticate differently for each cloud.
As a result, users are inconvenient to manage multiple of authentication IDs and Passwords and users’ authentication
information exposed whenever they access to multi-clouds is in a poor security. Integrated user authentication is needed
to ensure an authentication of user’s safety and convenience in multi-clouds. So this paper suggests the user focused
integrated authentication methods in multi-clouds environment using an authentication ticket issued from Brokerage
Authentication Center (BAC).
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1. Introduction

Various forms of cloud services are appearing with
developing of a cloud computing technology. Accordingly,
users using a cloud want to receive services from various
forms of clouds instead of receiving a service from a single cloud. That is, a cloud environment is being changed
a single cloud computing environment into multi-clouds
computing environment1,2. But there are many problems
about standardization and security on heterogeneous
cloud systems, different authentication methods for each
cloud service enterprise and different API in using multiclouds3,4. Users have to authenticate themselves for each
cloud because each cloud service enterprise demands a
different user authentication and they have to manage
their own authentication individually given from many
clouds. Because of these inconveniences, users tend to use
same ID and Password to many cloud authentications4,5.
Many papers discuss a danger of security about it6,9.
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So this paper suggests a user integrated authentication
method that can access to many clouds by using
an integrated authentication ticket from Brokerage
Authentication to the users using multi-clouds. This
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will describe
about clouds and authentication and section3 will arrange
the security and the requirements in a cloud computing.
Section 4 will describe about a user’s authentication using
BAC suggested in this paper and section 5 will analyze
on a suggested user’s authentication method. Finally,
section6 will describe a conclusion.

2. Related Work
2.1 Cloud Computing
NIST defined cloud computing as “a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, in-demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
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3. Security Risks and
Requirements in cloud
computing
This section will discuss the security risks and requirements
in cloud computing. First, we research on authentication
factors required generally in a cloud computing environment and many situations which are threatened to the
security are described.
Figure 1. Multi-clouds.

(eg. Networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction7. Users using a single cloud can be damaged
by data loss, integrity, security and so on because of an
interruption of power supply, lack of storage, system
overhead or other reasons8,11,12. Therefore demand of
using multi-clouds is increasing. Multi-clouds are called
cloud-of- clouds or intercloud which are introduced in
the paper by Vukolic10,13. Multi-clouds mean not using
a single cloud service but using several forms of cloud
services. We can solve the problems when using a
single cloud by using multi-clouds and the problems of
dependency and reliability from using a single cloud.

2.2 Authentication
2.2.1 The Problem of Authentication in MultiClouds Environment
Multiplicity clouds are used to handle a service
interruption status (power interruption, component
failure, lack of storage and so on) in a using cloud. At
this time, an authentication is required with different
authentication system for each cloud because an authentication policy is different for each cloud. Hence, users
have to be authenticated through several authentication procedures and they cannot help but using different
ID and Password for each cloud. Generally users using
many internet servers have used same ID and Password
in many servers because they had difficulty managing
many IDs and Passwords[ ]. So users will use same ID
and Password in many clouds if different authentication
is required in many clouds. This type of user authentication has inconvenience to users and a secure fragility.
So this paper suggests an integrated user authentication
method available in multi-clouds.
2
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3.1 Security Requirements
3.1.1 Service Availability
Whenever a rightful user wants to use the service, they
must be able to use it at any time. With increase of using
a cloud, many users want to receive the service that they
want to use by accessing a cloud anywhere and at any
time. So there should not be happened the occasions that
users can’t be received the service because of a lack of
storage in a cloud system or component failure. That is,
users must be able to be received the service they want
from the cloud through a rightful authentication procedure at any time.

3.1.2 Data Integrity
Only a rightful user must be able to access the data
through the authorized mechanism because many users
can use many clouds in a multi-clouds environment at
the same time. And users’ data, ID and Password using
a cloud must be protected even though an interruption is
occurred by malicious users or faults in the system.

3.1.3 Confidentiality
When users try to access to a cloud by using a ticket
through a rightful procedure, confidentiality of user
authentication ticket has to be ensured. Confidentiality
in a transfer process of the ticket and from a malicious
insider or an attacker has to be ensured as well.

3.1.4 User Authentication
Users in the multi-clouds environment are provided
the service by accessing several clouds so as to receive
different services. At this time, users will have inconvenience if they use different ID and Password in order to
access a cloud suggesting different services. Also users
will be inconvenient and confused if there are different
authentication systems for each cloud. So an integrated
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authentication system is needed between multi-clouds
and users.

3.2 Security Risk
3.2.1 Snooping
This is to abuse by doing unauthorized access about users’
data stored in a cloud or by taking users’ authentication
information.

3.2.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
It requires an attacker to have the ability to both monitor
and alter or inject messages into a communication channel. Many users access to many clouds frequently when
they use multi-clouds. This is that a malicious user overhears the authentication information of a normal user
and the malicious user communicates between the user
and a cloud when the user accesses to the cloud.

3.2.3 Modification
A malicious user can change user’s information and data
saved in a cloud by intercepting the user’s authentication
information.

3.2.4 Impersonation
The cloud can be accessed by many users. So if an unauthorized user masquerades as an authorized user, it’s
possible to attack as snooping. Eventually they take a
rightful user’s authentication information and can do
unauthorized access to the user’s data.

3.2.5 Replaying
A malicious user tries to access to a server or a system by
using the authentication information again after he gets a
copy of a rightful user’s authentication message. Users can
access to the cloud frequently, read and write their own
data and use an application frequently in a cloud computing environment. If the copy of the user’s authentication
is reused by using replaying attack in this situation, there
will be a serious treatment to security.

3.2.6 Password-guessing
This is an attack by guessing a user’s password by an
attacker. Users can use same ID and Password for every
cloud, when ID and Password are maintained and used
for every each cloud provider in multi-clouds. So if there
is a success of password guessing in a cloud, there will be
security problems in the other clouds.
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3.3 Perfect Forward Secrecy
PFS is that when a key is opened, encoded messages are
decoded by the key. So the key for password decode must
not be used to induce a new key.

4. Proposal Method
A user authentication method in multi-clouds suggested
in this paper uses Brokerage Authentication Center (BAC).
A user who will be provided a service from the cloud is
issued an authentication ticket which authenticates a
rightful user from Brokerage Authentication Center
(BAC). And they receive the service by accessing the
cloud with the ticket. Also they can receive the service by
accessing many clouds with one user authentication ticket
despite multi-clouds environment. Before we discuss the
suggesting method, we are assumption that many clouds
are service providers authenticated from same BAC and
they have API interface which can be integrated one
another. And users are issued the authentication ticket
from the same BAC.

4.1 Authentication Phase for Ticketing
A user authentication is achieved from BAC (Brokerage
Authentication Center) before users request a service to a
cloud. In this stage, users are issued a user authentication
ticket to authenticate a rightful user. Figure 2 shows that
how the user is got an authentication ticket.
• At first, user1 encodes his ID and Password by a public
key of BAC, and requires an issue of an authentication
ticket to BAC.
E pukb  IDu1 , PASSu1 
• BAC issues the ticket which accepts the authentication
with arbitrary precision N to user1. At this time, BAC

{

}

stores h ( IDu1 , PASSu1 ) , hbn ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) to a safe
storage device.
E puku1  IDu1 , IDb , hbn ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) , N 

• User1 makes a key value of a user authentication ticket
by decreasing 1 from N value from BAC. And he/she
gives information as being received the ticket normally to BAC. At this time, user1 stores the value of

{ID , h (ID
b

n −1
u1

u1 || PASSu1

)} to a safe storage device.
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Figure 2. Authentication phase for ticketing.

E pukb  IDu1 , IDb , hu1n −1 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• BAC receives the message from user1, and compares the
value from user1 to N value from hbn ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
stored in it after decreasing 1.
?

hbn −1 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hu1n −1 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• If the value is same in d-phase, BAC informs that
the issue of ticket is normally achieved and user1
can use the ticket. Also BAC stores as the new value

{h (ID

u1 || PASSu1

) , hu1n−2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )} by decreas-

ing 1 from user1’s N value in its storage.
E puku1  IDu1 , IDb , hbn −2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• If user1 receives the message that can use the ticket for
authentication from BAC, he changes n-1 value stored
in his own system into n-2 and starts to use it.

{

hu1n − 2

( IDu1 || PASSu1 )}.

4.2 Service Request to Single Cloud
Figure 3. shows that user1 who is received a user
authentication ticket for using a cloud1 accesses to single
cloud and is received the service. User1 starts to require
a service to a cloud1 by using the authentication ticket
which is stored in his storage device from BAC.
• User1 requires the service to cloud with the ticket
authenticated from BAC. At this time, user1 encodes
the user authentication ticket which is stored in his
storage device as a cloud1’s public key and send a
request message to cloud1.

4
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Figure 3. Service request to single cloud.

E pukc1  IDu1 , IDb E pukb hu1n −2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) 


• After the cloud1 decodes the request message received
from user1 with a secret key, the cloud1 checks IDb
and requests whether user1 is a rightful user or not to
BAC which is an authentication institution.
E pukb  IDu1 , IDc1 , E pukb hu1n −2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) 


• After BAC decodes the message from the cloud1 with
its secret key, compares user1’s ticket value stored in
its system to the value of hu1n −2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) from
the cloud1 and checks if the value is same.
?

hbn − 2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hu1n − 2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• If the value is same, after making the new key value

hbn − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) by decreasing 1 from user1’s N,

it has to be sended to cloud1 as an authentication message on a user1. And BAC makes the new key value
with

{h (ID

u1 || PASSu1

) , hbn−3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )}

by

decreasing 1 from user1’s N value and stores it.
E pukc1  IDu1 , IDb , hbn −3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )

• Cloud1 received the message that user1 is a rightful
authentication from BAC sends a message informing
the start in using service to user1.
E puku1  IDu1 , IDc1 
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• User1 who is received the message from cloud1
sends a respond message. He sends the ticket value
by decreasing 1 from N which is from the ticket
value hu1n −2 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) stored in his own stor-

age to cloud1. And he stores the new key value

{h (ID

u1 || PASSu1

) , hu1n−3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )} in his storage.

E pukc1  IDu1 , IDc1 , hu1n −3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• Cloud 1 starts the cloud service to user1 if that
ticket value is same after comparing the ticket value
hbn − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) from BAC to the ticket value
hu1n −3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) from user1.

Figure 4. Service request to multi-clouds.

?

hu1n − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hd n −3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )

4.3 Service Request to Multi-Clouds
Figure 4. shows that user1 logs on a cloud1 and is received
the service. And it shows that user1 intends to request the
service to cloud2 as well. In this stage, user1 doesn’t be
received different authentication from cloud1 to authenticate cloud2 and he requests the authentication to cloud2
by using an authentication ticket from BAC.
• User1 accesses to cloud2 with the ticket from BAC in
order to use the service. And user1 generates the new
key value hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) by decreasing 1 from

the ticket’s N valued and sends to cloud2 by encoding
as the public key of cloud2. And he stores the new key

{

?

hbn − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• If the key value is same in the c-phase, BAC sends
the message that user1 is rightful to cloud2 with

)}
{h (IDu1 || PASSu1 ) , hbn−5 (IDu1 || PASSu1 )}

the key value

n−5

u1 || PASSu1

and stores
that

is

E pukc 2  IDu1 , IDb , hbn −5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• Cloud2 sends a message to inform that the service is
started to user1 after user1 is regarded as a rightful
user from BAC.

}

E puku1  IDu1 , IDc 2 

E pukc 2  IDu1 , IDb , E pukb hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) 


• Cloud2 decodes an authentication ticket with its
private key in order to request the service of user1 and
requests whether user1 is a rightful or not to BAC.
E pukb  IDu1 , IDc 2 , E pukb hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) 


• BAC received message from cloud2 and decodes with
BAC’s secret key. Then, BAC finds out the user1’s key
value. After that, it decreases 1 from stored user1’s

}

key value hbn − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )

user1’s key value from cloud2 to it.
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b

decreased 1 from N value in its storage.

value hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) .

{

{h (ID

and compares the

• After User1 received the message to start the service
from cloud2 sends the respond message, user1
sends the ticket value from hu1n −5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) by

decreasing 1 from N of the ticket value h^n-4(IDu ||
PASSu) stored in his storage. And user1 stores the new
key value

{h (ID

into his storage.

u1 || PASSu1

) , hu1n−5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )}

E pukc 2  IDu1 , IDc 2 , hu1n −5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
• Cloud2 checks the ticket value hbn − 5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )
from BAC in d-phase and the user1’s ticket value
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hu1n −5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) in f-phase, if they are same, it
starts the cloud service to user1.
?

hu1n − 5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hbn −5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 )

5. Evaluation
Cloud system requests identify whether a user1 requiring
a service is rightful or not to BAC and if BAC judges that
the user1 is rightful, BAC sends the key value made by
decreasing 1 from N value to the cloud system. Cloud
system sends the message permitting the user’s access
for fair service to the user1. And the user1 decreases 1
from N value and accesses in order to start the service by
making a new key value. A cloud service provider compares the key value from BAC with the key value from a
user. If that key values are same, user starts the service.
The stability is ensured about attacks in this course. Also,
efficiency of computing speed can be improved because
one-way function is used when the user’s authentication
is generated.

5.1 Impersonation Attack
Suppose an attacker logs on as a normal user. The key value
?

5.3 Replaying Attack
Replaying attack is to store the message of the
authentication ticket by tapping and to use repeatedly the
same message. It’s impossible for an attacker to reuse the
tapped authentication message because the new key value
is made as N-m in order to make the new key value for an
authentication even though messages are tapped.

5.4 Password Guessing Attack
Because they don’t log on by using their ID and Password
and they use the authentication ticket from a middle
authentication server, in any case, user’s ID and Password
are not stored and used when users want to receive the
service from the cloud. So it’s impossible to analogize a
user’s password.

5.5 Insider Attack
Malicious insiders can’t attack because user’s ID and
Password are not stored in the cloud system in any case.
Also the attack can’t be achieved by an inside malicious
user because the ticket used in the user authentication
phase and service request phase is used by decreasing
every 1 from N value from BAC and users whenever the
authentication and services are required.
?
5.6 Forward
Secrecy

hbn − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ,
Even though it’s possible to find out the user’s key value
?
?
n−5
n−5
ticket, the attacker can’t know the
PASSu1 )
hbn − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hu1n − 4 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) , hu1 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hb (ofIDthe
u1 ||authentication
?
n-value because the key value of the ticket is changed all
Du1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hbn − 5 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) authorized an authentication from
the time when a user of the cloud and a middle authenBAC and the key value from the attacker can’t be matched
tication center ask for the authentication and respond
because the attacker doesn’t know the N-value in a g-phase
about the authentication. Thus, forward secrecy attack is
from Figure 3 and Figure 4. Even though the attacker logs
impossible.
on as a normal user, the success of impersonation attack
is impossible.
hu1n − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ≡ hbn − 3 ( IDu1 || PASSu1 ) ,

5.2 Man-in-the-middle Attack
Even though an attacker intercepts a sender’s message,
attacker can’t decode because the message is send by
encoding as a sender’s public key. To find N-value is
impossible because the key value of a user’s authentication ticket is calculated as hash function that is one-way
function if it is decoded. The attacker doesn’t know the
correct N value when an attack is achieved because N
value is decreased every 1 from N-value whenever the
authentication is required. So the attack is impossible.
6
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6. Conclusion

Users who intend to use the cloud are increased with
development of IT technology and they want to use more
different kinds of clouds as increasing uses of the cloud.
So cloud ecosystem is changing because multi-clouds
computing environment is appeared. However, the different authentication procedure for each cloud is achieved
in user’s environment which intends to use different
cloud services. Thus, users have different authentication
certificates, ID or Password for different cloud systems. This paper suggested an integrated authentication
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method for users who can use in multi-clouds to handle
user’s inconvenience and security risks. I hope that the
convenience of user center will be increased with suggested authentication method by using BAC. We also
hope that security and stability will be improved by
using BAC(brokerage authentication center) instead of
the authentication method that is vulnerable to the security because of using same ID and Password when a user
accesses to many servers.
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